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A plethora of fundamentally different electronic states can coexist in orbital-selective systems, including

Mott-localized, pseudogapped, Fermi, and non-Fermi-liquid phases. Understanding their emergence as a result

of electronic correlations remains a fundamental challenge in condensed matter theory. Superconductivity in

infinite-layer nickelates is driven by a subtle balance between valence charge and crystal structures, two aspects

that are strongly affected by synthetic protocols. Here, using density functional plus dynamical mean-field

theory, we explore correlation and hole-doping-induced electronic reconstruction in the NdNiO2 superconductor.

Based on a direct comparison with extant RIXS data, we show that the electronic spectra of NdNiO2 films can

be understood as mixed valence due to static modulation of 3d9/3d8 Mott/metal states. The coexistence of

Mott-localized 3d9 and partially restored Fermi-liquid 3d8 low-energy excitations results in a two-fluid system

exhibiting different coupling parameters, a novel scenario in infinite-layer nickelate superconductors. We expect

that our present results are also applicable to access novel phases of matter in other quantum systems, in which

structural domains can host different doping levels.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.7.044802

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for superconductivity in infinite-layer nick-

elates [1,2] has introduced an important new family of

unconventional superconductors with electrical resistivity

ρdc(T ) displaying clear deviations from the conventional

T 2 dependence of Fermi liquid (FL) metals [3]. Extensive

theoretical studies indicate that orbital degrees of freedom

and electronic correlations are relevant in this material class

[4–10]. An important question in this field is therefore

whether orbital selectivity determines the electronic state that

might host unconventional superconductivity [11]. This is

of fundamental importance for the nickelate superconducting

materials since they are commonly understood in relation to

cuprates, both structurally and electronically [4,6,12].

The apical oxygens can in fact be reductively re-

moved from rare-earth perovskite nickelate precursors [13],

yielding rare-earth infinite-layer nickelates with quasi-two-

dimensional NiO2 planes separated by single layers of

rare-earth atoms, which are isostructural to the cuprate oxide

superconductors. The analogy between 112 nickelates and

CaCuO2 [14] is further underpinned by Cu2+ and Ni1+ hav-

ing the same formal 3d9 ionic configuration. However, key

differences in the multiorbital (MO) nature of the low-energy

electronic states [4–10] between cuprates and nickelates sug-

gest more similarities to Fe-chalcogenide superconductors

[15] rather than cuprates.

While the cuprates are commonly described by a three-

band Emery-like model with strong pd hybridization [16],

the generic microscopic many-particle description for the

electronic line shapes of pure and hole-doped infinite-layer

nickelates is still lacking. Here, based on extant experimental

[17–19] and theoretical [4–10] studies we argue that, in con-

trast to cuprates, the NdNiO2 system is a MO superconductor

closely related to phase-separated KxFe2Se2 [20], exhibit-

ing orbital-selective low-energy electronic excitations. This

is partially motivated by the intrinsically metastable phase of

infinite-layer nickelates, showing the presence of unreduced

forms of NdNiO3 perovskite structure [21] in different regions

(see our discussion below), as in Fe-chalcogenide supercon-

ductors [20,22].

The infinite-layer nickelate thin films are stabilized by

soft-chemistry topotactic reduction [13,23] of the perovskite

phase, grown epitaxially on SrTiO3 (001) substrates and

capped with a thin layer of SrTiO3 by pulsed laser deposition

[24,25]. Importantly, the possibility of hydrogen incorpora-

tion has been found, for example, in topotactically reduced

NdNiO3 films [26], showing an oxyhydride NdNiO3−xHy

phase with a defect-fluorite structure in the surface region.

Topotactic hydrogens are usually found in SrTiO3 thin films

commonly used as substrate and capping layer for infinite-

layer nickelate films, providing an additional route for hole

doping via hydrogenation in this material class [27].

Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations,

Ref. [28] found that the existence of H atoms from the chem-

ical reduction reaction might be vital to stabilize the NdNiO2

phase via the formation of a hydride compound NdNiO2H,

which in turn may explain the absence of superconductivity

in Sr-doped NdNiO2 films without chemical reduction, pro-

viding relevant insights on the role played by the coexistence

of multiple phases in this material class. Additional evidence

of phase coexistence is provided by locally resolved electron

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [21], revealing distinct O-

K near-edge fine structures in different regions of the same

sample, including some crystalline defects and small pockets

of incomplete reduction of pristine perovskite to tetragonal

NdNiO2. Thus, due to decomposition into competing phases

[13] as well as the formation of one-dimensional hydrogen
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chains [28,29] a fine-tuning of experimental reduction con-

ditions is needed [25]. However, since the presence of some

unreduced perovskite regions is likely to be unavoidable in

extant experiments [21], local variations of hydrogen con-

centration or the presence of unreduced perovskite might

result in the coexistence of superconducting and nonsuper-

conducting phases. These competing phases are expected to

mask the electronic character of the pure superconducting 112

phase as in the KxFe2Se2 superconductor. Motivated thereby,

in this work we explore the correlated electronic structure

reconstruction of pure and hole-rich NdNiO2, providing a

description of the elusive valence states [30] probed by res-

onant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) [17], based on the

coexistence of long-lived metastable phases [28] with distinct

low- and high-energy electronic excitations.

Similar to KxFe2−ySe2 systems [31], here we adopt a

Mottness view with incorporation of sizable five-orbital corre-

lations in the Ni-3d shell of infinite-layer NdNiO2. As shown

below, phase coexistence based on a correlated five-orbital

problem satisfactorily resolves the electronic state probed by

RIXS at the Ni-L3 edge (a core level 2p to valence 3d tran-

sition) [17], showing the coexistence of pure 3d9 and 3d8

hole-rich phases in the real solid.

Starting with the d9 parent compound, where NdNiO2

is close to Mott localization, sizable electronic correlations

promotes new physical effects upon doping. Correlation can

induce changes in orbital polarization [32,33] naturally yield-

ing coexistent metallic, insulating, and bad-metallic states. To

correctly describe these states, in this work, we employ the

dynamic treatment of local correlation in the form of density

functional plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+DMFT)

[34]. Our results allow us to discuss the influence of orbital-

selective electronic structure reconstruction in the five orbital

problem of NdNiO2 and follow this up with specific predic-

tions which can be tested in future experiments.

II. THEORY AND RESULTS

The electronic properties of infinite-layer nickelates are

knowingly governed by the interplay between the on-site

electron-electron interactions and MO degrees of freedom

[5–10]. Similar to Fe-based superconductors, the one-electron

Hamiltonian considered here to infinite-layer NdNiO2 is H0 =∑
k,a,σ ǫa(k)c†

k,a,σ
ck,a,σ , where a = xy, xz, yz, x2 − y2, 3z2 −

r2 denotes its Ni-3d orbitals and ǫa(k) is the corresponding

band dispersion, which encodes details of the one-electron

band structure [6,8–10]. Here, we work in the local ba-

sis which diagonalizes the one-particle density matrix; see

our discussion below. In this basis residual interorbital one-

electron overlap is zero, and so in the paramagnetic phase

the many-particle Green’s functions and self-energies become

diagonal in orbital and spin flavor [35]. These five orbitals

are the relevant one-particle inputs for MO DFT+DMFT,

which generates a reconstructed electronic state with reduced

orbital polarization, as shown below. Similar to Fe-based

superconductors [31] the correlated many-body Hamilto-

nian relevant for the normal state of NdNiO2 supercon-

ductor reads Hint = U
∑

i,a ni,a,↑ni,a,↓ + U ′
∑

i,a �=b ni,ani,b −

JH

∑
i,a �=b Si,a · Si,b, where U and U ′ = U − 2JH are intra-

and interorbital Coulomb interaction terms and JH denotes the

Hund’s coupling.

We evaluate the many-particle Green’s functions [Ga,σ (ω)]

of the five-orbital Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint using the MO

iterated perturbation theory (MO-IPT) as impurity solver [36].

This interpolative ansatz is known to account for the correct

low- and high-energy behavior of the one-particle spectral

function Hubbard-like models in the large-dimensional limit

(DMFT). It ensures the Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator tran-

sition from a correlated FL metal to a Mott insulator as a

function of the Coulomb interaction U . The MO-IPT scheme

is computationally very efficient, with real frequency output

at zero and finite temperatures, and it gives results in qual-

itative accord with continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo

(CT-QMC) calculations for real MO systems [22,37].

Bloch electronic states were calculated using density

functional theory in the local density approximation (Perdew-

Zunger), using standard solid state pseudopotentials available

from the ps library v1.0.0 [38]. The plane-wave expansion

of valence electron wave functions and charge density used

kinetic energy cutoffs of 80 and 800 Ry, respectively. Cal-

culations were performed using the pw.x code (v6.7) of the

Quantum Espresso (QE) package, based on experimental

crystal data [39]. SCF calculations were run on a k grid of

11 × 11 × 11 data points.

Analogously to our earlier calculations for BaFe2Se3 [40],

we have chosen a projection local basis in which the Ni-3d

occupancy matrix is diagonal. Due to strong hybridization

of O-2p with Nd-5d orbitals and Ni-3d orbitals, the number

of bands considered for the DFT calculation of the occupa-

tion matrix and therefore the projection band energy range

are critical factors. A tight-binding band structure model

was obtained from interpolating maximally localized Wannier

functions (MLWFs), calculated with the Wannier90 package

[41] (v3.0). As initial guess for Wannier functions, 2p and

3d orbitals were used for O and Ni, respectively, and just

5dz2 for Nd (12 MLWFs in total). Iterative spread mini-

mization provided real-valued MLWFs using a 1.0 × 10−12�

convergence tolerance. 15 Bloch states were considered, af-

ter exclusions of 6 lower-lying states (outer energy window

maximum 20.80 eV). An inner, frozen energy window in the

range 7.3–13.95 eV was used to disentangle 12 states for

Wannierization. The choice of those energy ranges guarantees

Ni-localized, atomic-like Wannier functions, with the correct

site symmetry and intersite symmetry equivalence. Similar to

Ref. [40], this provides a robust strategy for the choice of an

atomic-like basis in a situation of strong interband hybridiza-

tion in the real solid. The corresponding projected DOSs are

shown in Fig. 1.

We first discuss our DFT results. In Fig. 1 we display

the orbital-resolved spectral functions of NdNiO2 obtained

as described above. Consistent with earlier studies [10,19]

the D4h tetragonal symmetry of infinite-layer NdNiO2 lifts

the degeneracy of the Ni-3d orbitals such that 3z2 − r2 be-

comes the ground state orbital, followed by yz, xz, xy, x2 − y2

orbitals, respectively. Similar to Fe-based superconductors

double degeneracy is found within the yz, xz orbital sector, a

characteristic akin to the D4h crystal-field splitting. However

in contrast to the 3d6 Fe-based superconductors, strong orbital

polarization is found in the 3d9 nominal state of infinite-layer

044802-2
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FIG. 1. Ni-3d DFT and DFT+DMFT spectral functions of

NdNiO2, showing the evolution of the correlated spectra for three

different U values and fixed JH = 0.7 eV. Notice the electronic

reconstruction due to sizable multiorbital correlations and the down-

shift of the polarized in DFT 3z2 − r2, xz, yz, xy orbitals as well as

the emergence of all-orbital Mott localization at U = 5.0 eV.

Ni superconductors. As seen in Fig. 1, apart from the nearly

half-filled x2 − y2 orbital, the other orbitals are close to fully

occupied, with the top of the valence band laying slightly be-

low the Fermi level, EF = ω = 0. A small deviation from this

full orbital polarization fingerprint is seen within the 3z2 − r2

orbital, where residual electronic states are found above EF

due to finite hybridization of this orbital sector with Nd-5d

conduction electrons [42]. Among the five Ni-3d orbitals, the

t2g shell of NdNiO2 is fully occupied, being less relevant to the

electronic states at EF within the nominal 3d9 state [8]. Ad-

ditionally, while the 3z2 − r2 spectral function shows nearly

one-dimensional orbital character with sharp peaks at 2.3 and

0.73 eV binding energy, the x2 − y2 and xy channels display

two-dimensional-like band dispersion with clear particle-hole

asymmetry. Finally, due to interband mixing at one-particle

level the xz, yz bare electronic state shows combined one-

and two-dimensional electronic features responsible for the

three-peak structure in the orbital-resolved one-particle den-

sity of states (DOS) of Fig. 1. How these orbital-selective

DFT spectral functions of NdNiO2 are reshaped by dynamical

correlations and hole doping is our focus below.

We next discuss the correlated electronic reconstruction

of the Ni-3d states. In Fig. 1 we present our DFT+DMFT

results obtained for three different U values and fixed JH =

0.7 eV in the 3d9 nominal state. As seen, at U = 3.0 eV

the shape of the x2 − y2 DFT DOS is strongly renormal-

ized, displaying emergent lower and upper Hubbard bands

at approximately ±1.6 eV. Similar to Ref. [7] the spectral

functions of the low-lying orbitals are pushed up in energy,

while the x2 − y2 orbital is dynamically shifted to low en-

ergy and becomes more populated. Particularly interesting

in our DFT+DMFT results for U = 3.0 eV is the emer-

gence of low-energy Kondo-quasiparticle resonances near

EF in the partially depopulated 3z2 − r2, xz, yz, xy orbitals

due to strong interorbital proximity effect induced by U ′, a

fingerprint of correlated semiconductors [43]. Additionally,

with increasing U , the low-energy coherence characteristic of

Kondo quasiparticles is lost, with spectral weight being trans-

ferred to higher energies with the concomitant enhancement

of spectral weight of the incoherent Hubbard bands [3], as

seen in our results for U = 4.0 eV. Finally, at U = 5.0 eV the

NdNiO2 parent compound is in the Mott side of the corre-

lated phase diagram [44], with a Mott-Hubbard gap emerging

across EF on all orbitals.

The appearance of Kondo correlations in the populated

low-lying orbitals remains rather counterintuitive since they

are almost fully occupied in the bare, one-band picture. Nor-

mally, for the one-band Hubbard model electrons are known

to be weakly correlated in systems far from half filling

[3,44]. This canonical understanding, however, does not hold

completely true for MO systems with sizable interorbital cor-

relations [45]. As shown in Fig. 1 the effective band filling

combined with MO Hartree shifts leads to electron flow from

populated orbitals to the half-filled one. This effect is simi-

lar to that reported for spin-polarized ferromagnetic systems,

where the valence band DOS of the majority spin channel is

shifted toward EF [45] with the less polarized channel being

barely affected by electron-electron interactions [45,46]. Also

relevant to NdNiO2 is the presence of the van Hove singular

peaks in the semiconducting channels which are dynamically

shifted toward EF at finite U values. This in turn enhances

intrinsic electron-electron interactions in NdNiO2, driving the

system toward Mott localization with a clear Mott-Hubbard

gap emerging on all orbitals at U = 5.0 eV in Fig. 1. Here,

the interplay between orbital depolarization [33] and sizable

intra- and interorbital Coulomb correlations give rise to an

extended van Hove singularity regime with similarities akin

to that discussed, for example, for doped graphene [47] and

Sr2RuO4 [48]. For the sake of clarity, we shall notice here

that in low-dimensional systems the bare one-particle spectral

function usually diverges and the excess of charge carriers

enhances intrinsic electronic correlations [49], an effect which

is now commonly referred to as extended van Hove singu-

larity [47]. Taken together, our results in Fig. 1 suggests that

strong electronic correlations in the NdNiO2 parent compound

result from the interplay between orbital depolarization and

the proximity of the van Hove singularities to EF . This is

the key step, which allows us to understand the electronic

reconstruction in this system.

To better understand the role played by interorbital prox-

imity effect induced by U ′ and JH , in Fig. 2 we show the

evolution of the orbital occupancies na,σ (upper panel) and the

renormalized orbital splittings δa (lower panel) as a function

of the on-site Coulomb interaction U . As seen, DFT+DMFT

severely renormalizes the center of gravity δa of each Ni-

3d band as well as the orbital occupancies na,σ , promoting

reduced orbital polarization [33]. Also interesting is the emer-

gent orbital switching between the xz, yz, and xy orbitals, as

seen in the upper panel of Fig. 2. This fact, generic to MO

systems, is an interesting manifestation of correlation-induced

orbital rearrangement, which might control structural changes

across the pressure-induced Mott transition [50] in NdNiO2

and analogs.

To get additional insights into the normal state electronic

structure reconstruction of bulk NdNiO2, we now focus on
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the DFT+DMFT results for the orbital oc-

cupations na
σ (upper panel) and the renormalized orbital splittings

δa (lower panel) as function of the on-site Coulomb interaction U .

Notice the switching in the orbital occupancies between the xz, yz,

and xy orbitals at U = 3.5 eV, a behavior characteristic of orbital-

selective Mottness. An additional feature to be seen is the reduction

of orbital polarization with increasing U .

the effect of hole-doping the parent compound. Even though

experimental data exist [1], the appearance of novel elec-

tronic states in a wide variety of other correlated electron

systems makes this an important question of general scope.

Our aim here is to build upon the strengths of correlated

electronic structure modeling to introduce dynamical spec-

tral weigh transfer (SWT) via hole doping within a range

relevant to experiments [17,18]. As seen in Fig. 3, our re-

sults for fixed U = 4.0 eV and JH = 0.7 eV confirm that

metallicity is enhanced upon hole-doping an orbital-selective

Kondo-pseudogapped parent compound. This is tied to the

fact that the Kondo-quasiparticle resonance of the xz, yx, xy

orbitals is shifted toward EF upon doping as well as the

partial suppression of the pseudogap feature in the 3z2 − r2

orbital at low energies. An intriguing observation, however, is

the robustness of the pseudogapped line shape in the x2 − y2

orbital sector in spite of the intrinsic orbital-selective metal-

lization in the hole-rich (n ≈ 8.0) regime of NdNiO2. What

is the origin of the orbital-selective features seem in Fig. 3?

In correlated MO systems like NdNiO2, scattering between

different carriers in orbital states leads to two main effects:

an orbital-dependent shift of the 3d bands relative to each

other via static-Hartree contributions and strong dynamical

correlations due to sizable U, U ′, and JH cause appreciable

SWT over large energy scales upon carrier doping. Thus, in

the hole-rich regime coexisting Kondo-quasiparticle and pseu-

dogap components with distinct electronic line shape should

be visible at low energies, in spite of large-scale SWT induced

by dynamical electron-electron interactions.

We now compare our DFT+DMFT(MO-IPT) calculation

with published experimental results [17], showing the pos-

sibility of intrinsic phase coexistence in the real solid. The

hydrogenated system has lattice constants similar to those of

the pure form, leading to comparable x-ray diffraction patterns
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FIG. 3. Electronic reconstruction on the Ni-3d spectral functions

of NdNiO2 computed using U = 4.0 eV for the stoichiometric n =

9.0 to the hole-rich regime n = 8.0. Particular features to be seen are

the large spectral weigh transfer and the orbital differentiation with

coexisting pseudogapped and Kondo-like features at low energies

upon changes in the total band filling n.

[28]. To compute the correlated spectral functions of hole-

rich NdNiO2 we therefore used the DFT results of Fig. 1 to

derive the electronic reconstruction induced by hole-doping

the parent compound.

In Fig. 4 our DFT+DMFT results are compared with ex-

perimental RIXS data of Ref. [17]. After the intensity being

normalized to coincide with theory, good qualitative agree-

ment is observed up to 0.65 eV binding energy. Particularly

interesting is the peak-dip-hump feature seen in experiment,

which is well reproduced by theory. This includes the width of

the quasiparticle resonance near EF and the shoulder feature

at 0.6 eV binding energy. It is worth noting here that total

spectra in the main panel of Fig. 4 are obtained assuming

a coexisting phase scenario composed of nominal 3d9 and

hole-rich 3d8 electronic states. Within this scenario, we find

qualitative agreement with experiment by averaging the total

spectral function (ρtotal = ρ3d9

total + ρ3d8

total) of the different total

electronic states using the ratio 3d9: 25% and 3d8: 75%. As

observed in the inset of Fig. 4, the low-energy component of

the one-particle spectra has a large 3d8 contribution of the

orbital-selective metal, while the shoulder feature at 0.6 eV

below EF is mostly related to the occupied 3d9 spectral func-

tion, which is Mott localized at U = 4.6 eV. Although the

intensity of the experimental data is sensitive to the partial

contributions, our theory-experiment comparison suggest an

averaged electronic state composed of Mott-localized 3d9, in

contrast with charge-transfer insulating state characteristic of

cuprates superconductors [44], and itinerant 3d8 electronic

states in the real crystal. Interestingly, our theory-experiment

comparison suggests that the infinite-layer NdNiO2 system

separates into two phases similar to the KxFe2Se2 supercon-

ductor [31], which contains a minor superconducting phase

and a major nonsuperconducting Mott-localized phase. Be-

yond the scenario of spatial phase separation in the normal

state with slightly different coupling parameters [51] more
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FIG. 4. Theory-experiment comparison between the total

DFT+DMFT spectral function of phase-separated NdNiO2 and

resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) data taken from Ref. [17],

showing qualitative good agreement. A particularly interesting

feature is the peak-dip-hump in experiment at energies up to

−0.6 eV, which is well accounted for by the total DFT+DMFT

spectra multiplied by the Fermi function. Notice the low-energy

Kondo-quasiparticle resonance which nicely agrees with experiment.

Inset shows the total density of states for the stoichiometric

(n = 9.0) and hole-rich (n = 8.0) NdNiO2 used to compute the total

DFT+DMFT spectral function of the mixed phase shown in the

main panel.

experimental and theoretical work is needed to decide whether

this coexisting scenario can also explain the doping depen-

dence of the one-particle spectral function of the Sr-doped

NdNiO2 superconductor [21,52].

In Fig. 5 we show the changes induced by the interplay

between total electron band filling and Coulomb (intra- and

interorbital) correlation effects. As already shown in the inset
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FIG. 5. DFT+DMFT spectral functions of undoped (n = 9.0)

and hole-rich (n = 8.0) NdNiO2, showing the changes in the cor-

related spectra for two U values and fixed JH = 0.7 eV. Notice the

electronic localization at U = 4.6 eV and the orbital-selective metal

at U = 4.0 eV.

of Fig. 4 at U = 4.6 eV stoichiometric NdNiO2 is a Mott

insulator, however, with different degree of electronic local-

ization, as seen in Fig. 5. On the other hand, at U = 4.0 eV

an orbital-selective metal is predicted to exist in hole-rich

NdNiO2. In our formalism this correlated electronic state

can be taken as a manifestation of metallic screening [53],

where U and U ′ are renormalized as compared to their values

in the insulating phase [54]. Interestingly, due to its nearly

half-filled nature the x2 − y2 orbital remains Mott localized

while the xz, yz, xy, 3z2 − r2 are metallic. Thus, our results in

Fig. 5 suggest that the charge carriers in hole-rich NdNiO2

have a dual nature, where effectively Mott-localized states

coexist with itinerant electronic states. In this two-fluid sce-

nario selective Mott localization of x2 − y2 states implies

that this orbital now act like an intrinsic source of elec-

tronic disorder in the system [50]. With n = 8.0, for example,

this suggests that an intrinsic disorder potential, arising from

orbital-selective physics might exist in hole-rich NdNiO2.

Such behavior results from strong scattering between effec-

tively (Mott) localized and itinerant components of the full

DMFT matrix propagators. This behavior is intimately linked

to orbital-selective Mott-like physics within DMFT [55].

Our direct theory-experiment comparison in Fig. 4 pro-

vides a natural explanation for the metallic bulk state of

NdNiO2 seen in extant RIXS experiments [17,18]. The

DFT+DMFT 3d9/3d8 Mott/metal electronic state shown in

this figure correctly describes the two-peak electronic struc-

ture with a zero-energy Kondo-quasiparticle resonance and

the shoulder feature at −0.6 eV as seen experimentally. The

situation here is similar to that reported, for example, for

the 1T -TaSe2 crystal, which shows a multitude of correlated

states at a surface composed of metallic and Mott-localized

subsystems [51]. Although our modeling qualitatively cap-

tures extant RIXS observations at low binding energies, it

requires as described above slightly different U values for

the Mott/metal subsystems as well as an effective combi-

nation of nonfluctuating 3d8 and 3d9 valence states. This

suggests the existence of a quenched MO mixed-valent state,

which is fundamentally different from the effective single-

band model of cuprate superconductors as correctly pointed

out in Ref. [21]. However, given the uncertainty regarding the

boundary between the different phases, particularly upon elec-

tron doping via hydrogenation [28,29], a more realistic model

is needed to better account for the microscopic details of the

nonfluctuating mixed-valent system. Particularly, the different

coupling strengths between the Mott/metal subsystems [51]

due to mesoscale pattern formation [56] might open a link

between NdNiO2 and KxFe2−ySe2 films [20], both exhibiting

Mott-localized and unconventional superconducting phases.

III. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have used DFT+DMFT for the five-

orbital model to derive a correlation-induced electronic recon-

struction in the normal state of the NdNiO2 superconductor.

We have shown that orbital selectivity with coexisting pseu-

dogapped and coherent electronic states and the proximity

to Mottness characterize the paramagnetic normal state of

undoped NdNiO2 infinite-layer superconductor. Good qual-

itative agreement with extant experimental RIXS data [17]
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within a single theoretical picture lends support to our pro-

posal. The emergence of Mott/metal phase coexistence with

different nominal valence should be considered as a multi-

orbital manifestation of slightly quenching electron-electron

interactions via hole overdoping an orbital-selective Mott

insulator. Decreasing intrinsic orbital polarization upon hole-

doping the NdNiO2 parent compound suggests a promising

and practical route to access two-fluid orbital differentiation,

where the x2 − y2 channel retains its intrinsic pseudogapped

electronic nature while the xz, yz, xy density of states sharpens

at low temperatures and dominates the low-energy spectral

function of hole-rich NdNiO2 in good qualitative accord with

RIXS data [17,18]. This behavior is consistent with the ap-

pearance of a domain-dependent mixed-valent metal [21] of

coexisting heavy Fermi liquid and Mott-localized electronic

states. The identification of emergent mesoscale phase sep-

aration in NdNiO2 promises the discovery of a rich variety

of nonlocal phenomena in modulation-doped Mott insulators

[57], some of which even with coexisting Mott-insulating,

pseudogapped, and superconducting quantum matter phases

within the same crystal structure.
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